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ABSTRACT
The European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals (ECETOC) organized a workshop
“Hazard Identification, Classification and Risk Assessment of Carcinogens: Too Much or Too Little?” to
explore the scientific limitations of the current binary carcinogenicity classification scheme that classi-
fies substances as either carcinogenic or not. Classification is often based upon the rodent 2-year bio-
assay, which has scientific limitations and is not necessary to predict whether substances are likely
human carcinogens. By contrast, tiered testing strategies founded on new approach methodologies
(NAMs) followed by subchronic toxicity testing, as necessary, are useful to determine if a substance is
likely carcinogenic, by which mode-of-action effects would occur and, for non-genotoxic carcinogens,
the dose levels below which the key events leading to carcinogenicity are not affected. Importantly,
the objective is not for NAMs to mimic high-dose effects recorded in vivo, as these are not relevant to
human risk assessment. Carcinogenicity testing at the “maximum tolerated dose” does not reflect
human exposure conditions, but causes major disturbances of homeostasis, which are very unlikely to
occur at relevant human exposure levels. The evaluation of findings should consider biological rele-
vance and not just statistical significance. Using this approach, safe exposures to non-genotoxic sub-
stances can be established.
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Background

Human health risk assessment of man-made and naturally
occurring substances (for use as e.g. food additives, industrial
chemicals, pesticides, cosmetics, or pharmaceuticals) serves to
protect humans from unwanted effects caused by exposure
to these substances. The internationally agreed-upon risk
assessment paradigm consists of four steps: (1) hazard identi-
fication, (2) hazard characterization including dose-response
assessment ((1) and (2) together¼ hazard assessment), (3)
exposure assessment, and (4) risk characterization; followed
by the implementation of risk management measures, as
necessary (WHO IPCS 2004, 2010). Although this paradigm has
been updated to put greater emphasis on problem
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formulation and understanding human exposure first (NRC
2009), it is still the de facto approach for risk assessment.
Information gathered during the first step of risk assessment
(hazard identification) may be used for the classification and
labeling (C&L) of substances, e.g. in accordance with the
Globally Harmonized System (GHS) of Classification and
Labeling of Chemicals (United Nations 2017). Legislation, regu-
lation, and guidance for the hazard and risk assessment of
chemicals as well as for their C&L have been implemented in
all major jurisdictions world-wide, e.g. within the European
Union (EU) in Regulation (EC) 1907/2006 concerning the regis-
tration, evaluation, authorization, and restriction of chemicals
(REACH; EP and Council 2006) and Regulation (EC) 1272/2008
on classification, labeling, and packaging (CLP) of substances
and mixtures (EP and Council 2008), or based on an accept-
able risk range, as in the USA, in the Frank R. Lautenberg
Chemical Safety Act of the 21st Century (US Government 2016).

One of the human health endpoints included in the GHS
is carcinogenicity (Box 1), for which it is currently classified in
a binary manner; that is as either present (carcinogenic) or
absent (non-carcinogenic) (Doe et al. 2019). Although there
are subcategories (“known, probable, possible” carcinogens),
this distinction is often lost in the regulatory translation and
in public perception. By contrast, the classification schemes
for a number of other human health endpoints (e.g. acute
toxicity, skin and eye irritation, and corrosivity) include esti-
mates of potency to assign a substance to the respective cat-
egory (Hennes et al. 2014).

It is widely accepted that chemical carcinogenicity is a
complex, multi-stage process that may involve different
mechanisms or modes of action (MoAs; e.g. as reviewed by
Cohen and Ellwein 1991; Boobis et al. 2006, 2009; and Boobis
2010). MoA is a biologically plausible sequence of substance-
dependent key events, starting with exposure and proceed-
ing through the interaction of the substance or its metabo-
lites with a cell, through functional and anatomical changes
leading to an observed effect (Sonich-Mullin et al. 2001;
Boobis et al. 2009; Fenner-Crisp and Dellarco 2016).

Broadly, there is a distinction between DNA-reactive geno-
toxic and non-genotoxic MoAs of carcinogenicity. Genotoxic
MoAs involve direct interactions with the DNA that lead to an
increased rate of DNA damage and mutations per cell div-
ision. By contrast non-genotoxic MoAs of carcinogenicity
include increased cell proliferation (e.g. due to the activity of
mitogens or as a response to necrosis with regenerative pro-
liferation), altered DNA methylation, cellular growth by dysre-
gulated epigenome, and hormonal effects (Greenfield et al.
1984; Cohen and Ellwein 1991; Goodman 1998; Goodman and
Watson 2002; Cohen 2010; Timp and Feinberg 2013; Cohen
et al. 2019; Kobets et al. 2019; Kobets and Williams 2019).

While a broad number of in vitro and in vivo test methods
are available to assess mutagenicity and genotoxicity (Box 1),
the assessment of carcinogenicity is most commonly based on
the outcome of in vivo long-term studies. The standard test
method is the rodent 2-year bioassay that has been adopted
as Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) Test Guideline (TG) 451 Carcinogenicity study or the
OECD TG 453 Combined chronic toxicity – carcinogenicity study
(http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/testing/oecdguidelines-
forthetestingofchemicals.htm [accessed 2020 Feb]). For phar-
maceuticals, the 6-month bioassay in transgenic mice may be
acceptable in lieu of a 2-year rat and/or mouse study
(ICH 1997).

Concerns have been expressed that the current binary
hazard identification-based classification scheme for carcino-
genicity is outdated and does not serve the goal of human
health protection (Hennes et al. 2014; Boobis et al. 2016;
Cohen et al. 2019; Doe et al. 2019; Wolf et al. 2019). This is
especially true for non-genotoxic carcinogens, which elicit
effects via non-linear, threshold-based mechanisms, such as
cell proliferation. This means that they do not elicit effects if
exposure is below the respective threshold. Therefore, a bin-
ary classification scheme is particularly inadequate for such
substances as it does not include, e.g. dose-response or MoA
considerations (Bolt et al. 2004; Boobis 2010; Doe et al. 2019;
Wolf et al. 2019). Furthermore, scientific limitations of the
standard rodent 2-year bioassay may result in impaired
hazard identification and hence erroneous classification of
carcinogenicity. For example, the rodent 2-year bioassay
includes very high doses (e.g. the maximum tolerated dose
(MTD)) that rarely, if ever, reflect human exposure scenarios.
It does not provide mechanistic information nor does it con-
sider toxicokinetics, both of which are often different at
high versus lower doses (Cohen 2017; Felter et al. 2018; Doe
et al. 2019; Sauve-Ciencewicki et al. 2019). This is explicitly
recognized by the US National Toxicology Program (NTP
2016), which states that its conclusions on rodent carcino-
genicity are relevant only to the conditions of the bioassay
under which the respective substance was tested.

In contrast to these concerns for “over-classification” of
substances as carcinogens, other scientists have asked
whether current practices are adequately protective.
Woutersen et al. (2019) suggested that the current tonnage-
based standard information requirements implemented
under REACH (EP and Council 2006) do not provide sufficient
information to determine whether a substance is a carcino-
gen based on animal evidence (i.e. Category 1B; Table 1), and

Box 1. Definitions for carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, genotoxicity.

Carcinogenicity refers to the induction of cancer or an increase in the
incidence of cancer occurring after exposure to a substance or mixture.
Substances and mixtures which have induced benign and malignant
tumours in well performed experimental studies on animals are con-
sidered also to be presumed or suspected human carcinogens unless
there is strong evidence that the mechanism of tumour formation is
not relevant for humans (GHS; Section 3.6.1; (United Nations 2017)).
The term mutation applies both to heritable genetic changes that may
be manifested at the phenotypic level and to the underlying DNA
modifications when known (including, for example, specific base pair
changes and chromosomal translocations) (GHS; Section 3.5.1.4 (United
Nations 2017)).
The more general terms genotoxic and genotoxicity apply to agents or
processes which alter the structure, information content, or segrega-
tion of DNA, including those which cause DNA damage by interfering
with normal replication processes, or which in a non-physiological
manner (temporarily) alter its replication. Genotoxicity test results are
usually taken as indicators for mutagenic effects (GHS; Section 3.5.1.5
(United Nations 2017)).
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thus that “indications of very severe hazards of substances are
missed and health risks could occur” (Woutersen et al. 2019).
The legal grounds underlying this view are that carcinogen-
icity studies are only standard information requirements for
substances manufactured or imported in quantities of 1000
tonnes/year or more (Annex X of the REACH Regulation).
Braakhuis et al. (2018) then posed the question of whether
current risk assessment approaches for non-genotoxic carcino-
gens are adequately protected and suggested that a broader
discussion within the scientific community is needed.

Against this background, the European Centre for
Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals (ECETOC) organ-
ized the Worksop Hazard Identification, Classification and Risk
Assessment of Carcinogens: Too Much or Too Little? that took
place on 8 September 2019 in Helsinki, Finland, and was
organized as a Satellite Workshop to the EUROTOX 2019
Conference. The workshop was open to all registered partici-
pants and encompassed representatives globally from
academia, industry, governments and authorities, non-
governmental organizations, etc.

Susan P. Felter (Procter & Gamble, USA) opened the work-
shop welcoming the approx. 150 participants and outlined
the objectives of the workshop. Overall, the workshop focused
on non-genotoxic carcinogens, and it served to explore two
themes.

� Theme 1: The basis for hazard identification and classifica-
tion of non-genotoxic carcinogens: Are substances that
are not carcinogenic to humans being classified as carci-
nogens? Vice versa, are substances that are carcinogenic
to humans being missed due to insufficiencies of the
available data or methods?

� Theme 2: Current methodologies for the quantitative risk
assessment of non-genotoxic carcinogens: Are current
methods overly conservative or insufficient to provide
adequate protection?

The proceedings of the workshop, presented below, are
structured accordingly. Theme 1 encompasses presentations on
“Classification of non-genotoxic carcinogens: how and why,”
“Classification of carcinogens: what could go wrong?” and
“b-Myrcene: Implications for classification of this non-genotoxic
carcinogen,” followed by a Panel Discussion to further explore
these topics. Theme 2 encompasses presentations entitled
“Inconsistent evaluation and interpretation of chemical cancer
risk inhibits innovation without enhancing safety,” “Establishing
an adequate margin of protection for non-genotoxic
carcinogens,” and “A path forward for carcinogenicity evaluation
without the two-year bioassay.” The workshop was comple-
mented by Stakeholder Perspectives, an overarching Panel
Discussion, and Concluding Thoughts. While most of the exam-
ples provided during the workshop included commercially rele-
vant substances, the principles set forth are equally applicable
to contaminants and other substances not subject to approval.

THEME 1: Cancer hazard identification for non-
genotoxic substances: too much or too little?

Classification of non-genotoxic carcinogens: How
and why?

Helmut Greim (Technical University of Munich, Germany)
described the carcinogenicity classification schemes and

Table 1. Carcinogenicity classification schemes implemented by the IARC (2019a), the GHS (United Nations 2017), under the former EU Dangerous Substances
Directive (Council 1967), by the US EPA (2005a) and by the German MAK Commission (DFG 2019).

International Agency for
Research on Cancer

Globally Harmonized System
of C&L of Chemicals�

EU Dangerous Substances
Directive

US EPA weight-of-evidence
descriptors

MAK Commission†

Group 1
Human evidence

Category 1A
Human evidence

Category 1
Human evidence

Carcinogenic to humans Category 1
Human evidence

Group 2A
Limited human evidence,

strong animal and
mechanistic evidence

Category 1B
Animal evidence for

carcinogenicity in humans

Category 2
Sufficient evidence for human

carcinogenesis from
animal data

Likely to be carcinogenic to
humans

Category 2
Animal evidence for

carcinogenicity in humans

Group 2B
Limited human evidence, less

than sufficient animal
evidence, or strong
mechanistic data

Category 2
Suspected human carcinogen

Category 3
Some evidence from animal

data, but insufficient for
Category 2

Suggestive evidence of
carcinogenic potential

Category 3A
Proposed Category 4 or 5,

but no MAK available

Group 3
Inadequate human and

animal data for
classification

– – Inadequate information to
assess carcinogenic
potential

Category 3B
Inadequate data for

classification

Group 4 (deleted 2019)
No indication for

carcinogenicity

– – Not likely to be carcinogenic
to humans

Category 4
No (or only secondary)

genotoxicity; health-based
MAK available

Category 5
Genotoxic carcinogen; risk-

based MAK available

C&L: classification and labeling; MAK: maximum work place level (maximale Arbeitsplatzkonzentration); MAK commission: permanent senate commission for the
investigation of health hazards of chemical compounds in the work area (German Research Foundation).�In the EU, the Globally Harmonized System of C&L of Chemicals has been implemented in Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 on classification, labeling and packag-
ing of substances and mixtures (EP and Council 2008), which is applied e.g. by the Committee for Risk Assessment (RAC) of the European Chemicals
Agency (ECHA).

†The scheme of the MAK Commission (that is widely concordant with the scheme used by the former EU Scientific Committee on Occupational Exposure Limits
(SCOEL)) is not directly comparable to the other schemes since it considers (genotoxic versus non-genotoxic) MoAs in the assignment of categories.
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approaches adopted by the following authoritative
bodies:

1. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC
2019a);

2. The United Nations in the GHS (United Nations 2017);
3. The EU in the former Dangerous Substances Directive

(Council 1967) that has been superseded by the EU CLP
Regulation (EP and Council 2008) implementing the GHS
in the EU;

4. The “MAK Commission,” i.e. the German Research
Foundation’s Permanent Senate Commission for the
Investigation of Health Hazards of Chemical Compounds in
the Work Area (DFG 2019);

5. The former EU Scientific Committee on Occupational
Exposure Limits (SCOEL) whose work was taken over by
the Committee for Risk Assessment (RAC) of the
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) in 2018; https://
ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=148&intPageId=684&
langId=en [accessed 2020 Feb]

6. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA 2005a) in its Guidelines for carcinogen risk
assessment.

The IARC (2019a) classification scheme includes the follow-
ing carcinogen classification groups:

� Group 1: Classification based on human evidence
� Group 2: Classification predominantly based on animal

and mechanistic evidence
� Group 2A: Probably carcinogenic to humans; assigned

if two of the following three parameters are present:
I. limited evidence of carcinogenicity in humans
II. sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in experi-

mental animals
III. strong evidence that the agent exhibits key char-

acteristics of carcinogens
� Group 2B: Possibly carcinogenic to humans; assigned

if one of the three parameters listed above are
present

� Group 3: The available human and animal data are inad-
equate for classification

� Group 4: No indication for carcinogenicity. (Group 4 was
deleted from the IARC (2019a) classification scheme in
January 2019).

The GHS (United Nations 2017) and the former EU
Dangerous Substances Directive (Council 1967), that is men-
tioned for historical completeness, have simplified and
harmonized the IARC classification scheme (Table 1).

The carcinogenicity classification schemes of the IARC and
the GHS are exclusively hazard-based. They do not consider
either dose-response or exposure and hence do not inform
on risk. By comparison, the MAK Commission (and similarly
the former SCOEL) does consider exposure and MoAs when
classifying carcinogens (DFG 2019).

Accordingly, the scheme of the MAK Commission (DFG
2019) includes a category for carcinogens exhibiting a thresh-
old-based MoA, and it considers the potency of such

substances. Specifically, non-genotoxic carcinogens are
assigned as MAK Category 4, and a health-based maximum
workplace concentration (MAK) value is derived for these
substances (Table 1). If exposures are kept below the MAK
value, no significant human health effects are to be expected.
The MAK Commission has classified a number of carcinogens
as Category 4 (including chloroform, 1,4-dioxane, formalde-
hyde, hexachlorobenzene, polyvinyl chloride, lindane, polya-
crylates, titanium dioxide, and vinyl acetate), and it has
established MAK values for these substances (DFG 2019).

The distinction between linear (non-threshold) MoAs and
non-linear (threshold-based) MoAs for carcinogenicity is also
made in guidance from ECHA (2012), the European Food
Safety Authority Scientific Committee (EFSA SC 2005) and in
the US EPA Guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment (US EPA
2005a).

The US EPA (2005a) Guidelines go beyond a mere assign-
ment of substances to categories to allow for the complexity
of the endpoint carcinogenicity. They require a weight of evi-
dence (WoE) narrative to explain the substance’s potential
carcinogenicity in humans and the conditions that character-
ize its expression. To provide additional clarity and consist-
ency, a set of WoE descriptors is suggested to accompany
the WoE narratives (US EPA 2005a; Table 1).

Since effects elicited by non-genotoxic carcinogens are
assumed to be threshold-based, no-observed adverse effect
levels (NOAELs) or no-observed adverse effect concentrations
(NOAECs) can be identified from the outcomes of the animal
studies. From the available database, the most sensitive
NOAEL or NOAEC is then used as a point-of-departure to
derive health-based exposure limits, empirically selecting and
applying assessment factors (AFs; also called uncertainty fac-
tors) to account for uncertainties of the hazard data.
Depending on the jurisdiction and/or legislation, health-
based exposure limits may include reference doses/reference
concentrations, acceptable daily intake levels (ADIs), derived
no-effect levels, MAK values, 15-min limit values, etc.

In accordance with the ECHA Guidance on the application
of the CLP criteria (ECHA 2017), a conclusion of a carcinogen
as having a non-linear, threshold-based MoA may lead to the
downgrading of a Category 1 classification to Category 2
(ECHA 2017) and the derivation of health-based exposure
limit values for this substance. This “downgrading” has regu-
latory consequences because for Category 2 carcinogens, in
contrast to those in Category 1 A or B, consumer exposure is
not restricted a priori.

Explanations for why specific AFs were selected for the
derivation of the health-based exposure limits improve trans-
parency of the risk management measures. For example, for
1,4-dichlorobenzene, the ECHA RAC (2013) used a 2-year
inhalation toxicity study in F344 rats and BDF1 mice as the
key study for its evaluation. Hepatoblastomas and histiocytic
sarcomas were recorded in the mouse studies at the highest
concentration only (300 ppm), but not in the rat study. There
was no evidence for genotoxicity. The NOAEC was identified
as 75 ppm (the second-highest concentration in the mouse
study). The ECHA RAC (2013) concluded that the overall WoE
points to a “low potency, non-genotoxic carcinogen which
exerts its tumourigenic response via mitogenic MoA in mice
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only” and classified 1,4-dichlorobenzene as a Category 2 car-
cinogen. From the NOAEC of 75 ppm, the ECHA RAC set very
low derived no-effect levels of 0.6 ppm for workers and
0.11 ppm for consumers. An AF of 3 was selected to account
for the “steep dose-response observed” and the uncommon-
ness of the tumors; AFs of 5 and 10 were selected to account
for intra-species differences for workers and consumers,
respectively, and an AF of 2.5 to account for inter-species dif-
ferences (ECHA RAC 2013).

In addition, three recent examples show how the ECHA
RAC has applied the provisions from the ECHA (2017) guid-
ance to derive occupational exposure limits (OELs) for non-
genotoxic carcinogens:

For acrylonitrile, ECHA RAC (2018a) derived an 8-h average
OEL of 1mg/m3 and a 15min limit value of 4mg/m3, and it
drew the following key conclusion:

The critical endpoint in establishing the relevance of an OEL for
acrylonitrile is its carcinogenicity. From the total WoE from both
animal and human data a MoA-based threshold can be assumed
for the carcinogenic effects of acrylonitrile. At acrylonitrile
exposures below the resulting proposal for a limit value, no
significant residual cancer risk is expected for workers. (ECHA RAC
2018a)

For benzene, ECHA RAC (2018b) derived an 8-h average
OEL of 0.16mg/m3, and it drew the following key
conclusions:

A MoA-based threshold for chromosomal damage (aneugenicity
and clastogenicity) in workers can, in the view of RAC, be used to
establish an OEL for carcinogenicity. The limit so derived, will
avoid exposures that induce chromosomal damage in workers, is
considered to have no significant residual cancer risk and will also
avoid other adverse effects. The leading genotoxic effects,
aneugenicity and clastogenicity, are considered to be of
secondary nature, i.e. acting indirectly and to follow a non-linear
threshold-mechanism. Various studies show induction of adverse
chromosomal damage in benzene-exposed workers from different
working environments. Primary DNA reactivity of benzene and/or
its metabolites seems of little importance. (ECHA RAC 2018b)

The ECHA RAC further explained why it considers primary
DNA reactivity to be of little importance for benzene:

Certainly, primary DNA reactivity of benzene or its reactive
metabolites… cannot be fully ruled out, thus it is difficult to
definitively exclude some remaining risk at lower exposure levels.
There is however, a remarkable consistency of published cancer
risk estimates based on the higher exposure levels previously
encountered in occupational settings, i.e. above 1 ppm.
Considering, however, that multiple thresholded MoAs likely
contribute to benzene leukaemia development and in view of the
overall experimental and epidemiological evidence available
supporting a genotoxic-threshold for benzene, the remaining
uncertainties are considered to be very low. Given this evidence,
estimated excess cancer risks as derived by linear extrapolation
can be seen as overly conservative. (ECHA RAC 2018b)

For nickel and its compounds, ECHA RAC (2018c) derived
an 8-h average OEL of 0.005mg/m3 for respirable dust and
of 0.03mg/m3 for inhalable dust. It concluded that the main
hazard of nickel compounds is their carcinogenicity in the
respiratory tract and that they are not directly mutagenic,
but rather induce genotoxic effects by indirect mechanisms.
Further, the ECHA RAC stated:

The available information on the mechanisms of genotoxicity and
cancer support a MoA-based threshold for carcinogenic effects.
The proposed OEL therefore relies on a MoA-based threshold for
the carcinogenicity of nickel compounds. In addition to the
mechanistic data reviewed by RAC, data on the lack of
genotoxicity in animals at inhalation doses below the levels
causing inflammation and cytotoxicity support this conclusion. At
exposures below the proposed limit value, no significant residual
cancer risk is expected for workers. (ECHA RAC 2018c)

In conclusion, in the evaluation of carcinogens, a distinc-
tion should be made between those for which the MoA is by
direct and indirect genotoxicity, and the hazard classification
of non-genotoxic carcinogens should be based on an under-
standing of the threshold mechanism and of its dose-
response. Since non-genotoxic carcinogens elicit effects by a
non-linear MoA, linear extrapolations to doses below the
threshold are not justifiable to estimate human cancer risk.

Classification of carcinogens: what could go wrong?

Rita S. Schoeny (Rita Schoeny LLC, USA) presented experien-
ces gained at the US EPA in developing and applying a
scheme for the hazard identification, classification, and risk
assessment of carcinogens.

Generally, risk assessment is performed to provide support
for decisions to protect human health and the environment.
It summarizes the state-of-the-art science making use of the
available data. Risk assessment is a complex process that
sometimes also yields controversial conclusions. Depending
on the scope of the risk assessment, specific questions need
to be answered, and sufficient data and knowledge are
needed to make an informed, rational choice. As explained in
the US National Research Council “Silver Book” Science and
Decisions. Advancing Risk Assessment (NRC 2009): “Risk assess-
ment should be viewed as a method for evaluating the rela-
tive merits of various options for managing risk.” Hence, the
risk assessment must be fit-for-purpose, providing conclu-
sions that can best inform risk management choices. Since
the available database is never exhaustive, risk assessors
need to deal with the inevitable uncertainties in a rational,
scientifically supportable manner.

A historical milestone in the risk assessment of substances
was the publication of the “Red Book” Risk assessment in the
Federal Government: Managing the process in 1983 (NRC
1983). Therein, a four-step process for risk assessment was
described: hazard identification, dose-response assessment,
exposure assessment, risk characterization, leading to risk
management, and risk communication. As experience has
been gained with the steps, the necessity of considering
them in an iterative and linked fashion has become apparent.
Moreover, more recent guidance has stressed the need for
dialog among risk assessors and risk managers to ensure that
the risk assessment is fit-for-purpose (see, for example, US
EPA 2014). The “Red Book” advised the US Federal Agencies
to publish guidelines for risk assessment. Following this
advice, the US EPA (1986) published, amongst other guid-
ance, the first version of the Guidelines for carcinogen risk
assessment.
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The US EPA (1986) Guidelines encompassed strict num-
ber-based rules of evidence to conclude if there was either
limited or sufficient evidence to classify a substance as a
carcinogen. Overall, it was considered that there was no
safe exposure to a carcinogen, i.e. that all carcinogens
exhibited a linear low dose-response relationship (US EPA
1986). However, in the early 2000’s, this view was chal-
lenged as increased knowledge of the mechanisms of car-
cinogenicity became available. Accordingly, the US EPA
Guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment were revised in
2005 to include WoE narratives to integrate all available evi-
dence in the overall conclusion and to address differential
risks in children, amongst other issues. The identification of
MoAs forms an essential part of the decisions, and linear
and non-linear extrapolations are considered, as applicable
(US EPA 2005a; see also above; summary of H. Greim’s
presentation).

A key element of the risk assessment procedure is the
determination of the sufficiency of the available evidence
(Box 2). The example of the insecticide lindane (gamma-hexa-
chlorocyclohexane; CAS No. 58-89-9) shows how challenging
it can be to establish the sufficiency of the evidence and to
interpret the relevance of the findings with respect to the
classification for carcinogenicity. In the earlier version of the
US EPA Guidelines for Cancer Risk Assessment (US EPA 1986),
rather circumscribed criteria were provided to define
“sufficient” and “limited” evidence for carcinogenicity. This
was generally based on the availability of one or more posi-
tive human (epidemiological) or animal studies. For example,
“sufficient animal evidence” was defined thusly:

that there is an increased incidence of malignant tumors or
combined malignant and benign tumors: (a) in multiple
[emphasis by the authors of the present report] species or strains;
or (b) in multiple experiments (e.g. with different routes of
administration or using different dose levels); or (c) to an unusual
degree in a single experiment with regard to high incidence,
unusual site or type of tumor, or early age at onset. (US
EPA 1986)

A rodent bioassay addressing the potential carcinogenicity
of lindane was published in 1977 (NCI 1977). This bioassay
included female and male F344 rats and female and male
B6C3F1 mice, and substance administration was via the feed,
following the protocol of the NTP that was valid at that time
using the MTD as high dose (see Boobis et al. 2016; Doe
et al. 2019) for a discussion of the scientific irrelevance of the
MTD). In brief, the bioassay showed no increase in the inci-
dence of tumors in the rats or female mice and a significant
increase in liver tumors in the low-dose male mice only (i.e.
at 80 ppm, but not at 160 ppm). This finding was assessed as
biologically not relevant as there was no dose-response rela-
tionship and the results were deemed negative for all four
subsets of the study (NCI 1977). Other studies in mice have
also been considered by risk assessors (see for example US
EPA (1988) for summaries). Thorpe and Walker (1973)
recorded liver tumors in male and female CF1 mice orally
exposed to 440ppm (52mg/kg body weight (bw)/d) for
110 weeks; however, only 3% of the female mice and 17% of
the males from these test groups survived at the end of the
study. Goto et al. (1972) reported liver tumors in 5 of 10 IRC-

JCL male mice orally exposed to 600mg/kg bw/d, and
Hanada et al. (1973) recorded that 1 of 3 surviving female
mice and 3 of 4 surviving male mice developed liver tumors
after 37- to 38-week oral exposure to 600 ppm lindane (US
EPA 1988).

The US EPA has held some differing opinions across its
regulatory and research programs (and at different points in
time) on the sufficiency of the evidence from the mouse
studies for lindane. Points of discussion included whether the
studies performed at the MTD are well-conducted and
whether a standard National Cancer Institute (NCI)/NTP bio-
assay ought to be considered as one single study, or as two,
or even four separate studies. Furthermore, there have been
varying opinions as to the weight that should be given male
mouse liver tumors, in general. The 1986US EPA Cancer
Guidelines provided some guidance on “discounting” these
neoplasms particularly in the absence of a dose response,
and the relevance of these tumors to human health risk
assessment has been a subject of continuing debate.

The US EPA Office of Water regulated lindane in drinking
water on 30 January 1991 (US EPA 1991). They considered
the evidence to be “limited” and classified the carcinogenicity
to be Category C (possible human carcinogen on account of
limited evidence of carcinogenicity in animals). At this point in
time, the Office of Water was required to treat “possible
carcinogens” as having a threshold; dose-response assess-
ment was done by applying a 10-fold safety factor to a calcu-
lated reference dose for a non-cancer effect. In the same
general time frame, the US EPA Office of Research and
Development Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) classi-
fied lindane as Category B2 (probable human carcinogen with
sufficient evidence from animal studies)/Category C (possible
human carcinogen) following the 1986US EPA classification
scheme. IRIS considered the same suite of studies as the
Office of Water. An item of note is that the proposed split
classification leaves open the procedure for dose-response
extrapolation (linear or non-linear). IRIS did not resolve the
issue of categorization of lindane, and the IRIS Chemical
Assessment Summary for lindane does not include carcino-
genicity assessment for lifetime exposure (US EPA 1987).

Box 2. Definitions for sufficient and limited evidence of carcinogenicity
in the GHS (United Nations 2017).

Sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity implies that “a causal relationship
has been established between the agent or mixture and an increased
incidence of malignant neoplasms or of an appropriate combination of
benign and malignant neoplasms in (i) two or more species of animals
or (ii) in two or more independent studies in one species carried out
at different times or in different laboratories or under different proto-
cols. Exceptionally, a single study in one species might be considered
to provide sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity when malignant neo-
plasms occur to an unusual degree with regard to incidence, site, type
of tumour or age at onset.”
Limited evidence of carcinogenicity implies that “a positive association
has been observed between exposure to the agent, mixture or expos-
ure circumstance and cancer for which a causal interpretation is con-
sidered by the working group to be credible, but chance, bias or
confounding could not be ruled out with reasonable confidence.”
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There is no discussion as to whether this omission would
have caused health problems.

In 1997, the US EPA Office of Pesticide Programs reviewed
some additional available data (none of it positive for a car-
cinogenic effect) and classified lindane as Category C only
(US EPA 1997). Thus it will remain, as the last registered uses
of lindane were canceled in the US in 2006. Similarly, in 1979
IARC, which does not consider dose-response relationships in
its monographs, classified lindane as Category 2B, but in
2015, IARC revisited this classification and assigned it as
Category 1 carcinogen (IARC 2018; see Table 1 for IARC
categories).

In conclusion, the example of lindane shows that a rigid
categorization scheme, that does not consider dose response,
conditions of exposure or human relevance of tumor(s)
observed in an animal bioassay, leads to a confusing array of
judgments that are not useful as a basis for risk
management.

With regard to the scenario of “limited evidence for
carcinogenicity,” the US EPA (2005a) Guidelines indicate that,
if critical information is lacking or uncertainty is too high for
other reasons, a default option as presented in Appendix A
of the Guidelines should be invoked. Mostly, these default
options are inferences that help use the recorded data under
empirical conditions in order to estimate events and out-
comes under environmental conditions (US EPA 2005a). To
reduce inconsistencies in the interpretation of findings, a
structured approach to risk assessment is required to ensure
that all available data are collected and evaluated and that
uncertainties are identified before invoking defaults. By con-
trast, if the evidence is considered sufficient, risk assessment
can be conducted. Hazard characterization, i.e. dose-response
assessment taking into account the hazard identification, is
an important part of the risk assessment. Hazard characteriza-
tion also considers the specific conditions under which an
effect is produced, e.g. route-specific effects, the relevance of
effects to humans, and the occurrence of effects at high
doses only (US EPA 2014).

As compared to a simple categorization of substances,
WoE narratives provide the opportunity for a detailed explan-
ation of the substance’s potential carcinogenicity and the
considerations underlying the WoE conclusion. The example
of the risk assessment of chloroform (US EPA 2001) illustrates
the advantages of preparing a WoE narrative. As summarized
in US EPA (2001), chloroform had been classified as Group B2
“probable human carcinogen” following the 1986 classifica-
tion scheme based on “sufficient evidence” of carcinogenicity
in animals. In the 1990s, it was classified as “likely to be car-
cinogenic to humans by all routes of exposure.” However,
this classification was based on data from high-exposure con-
ditions that elicited cytotoxicity and regenerative hyperplasia
in susceptible tissues. By contrast, chloroform is currently
classified as “not likely to be carcinogenic to humans by any
route of exposure” under exposure conditions that do not
cause cytotoxicity and cell regeneration. The evaluation was
done in the context of regulation of chloroform and other tri-
halomethanes in US drinking water. This chloroform effects
(hazard) characterization was done according to the revised
US EPA Cancer Guidelines (US EPA 2005a) that specifies a

narrative classification rather than a letter/number category.
The conclusion is based on these considerations: (1) oral and
inhalation toxicity data indicating that sustained or repeated
cytotoxicity with secondary regenerative hyperplasia pre-
cedes hepatic and renal neoplasia and is likely required for
tumor development; (2) the unavailability of epidemiological
data specific to chloroform and, epidemiological data related
to drinking water exposures that cannot be attributed to
chloroform alone; (3) an overall evaluation of the available
genotoxicity data on chloroform that support the conclusion
that chloroform is not mutagenic and that genotoxicity is not
likely to be an MoA of chloroform carcinogenicity; (4) consid-
eration that chloroform oral exposure is a high dose effect
not relevant to drinking water exposure attributable to water
disinfection (US EPA 2001).

Today, the experiences gained in performing carcinogen-
icity risk assessment should be used to reassess if
“carcinogen” is required as a label for substances at all.
Knowledge of MoAs of carcinogenicity should be applied
when evaluating the available evidence within a WoE
approach, and this should include the human relevance of
hazard at exposure levels that are relevant to humans (fur-
ther considering highly susceptible populations).

Finally, it is challenging to communicate the outcome of
risk assessment to the public. For example, the US EPA Office
of Pesticide Programs regularly publishes a list of chemicals
that have been evaluated for carcinogenicity (US EPA 2018).
This is not a “list of carcinogens.” In the introduction to the
list, it is emphasized that the list is not intended to be used
independently of the full risk assessment for the chemical
and that the simple fact of being listed does not imply that
the chemical poses a significant carcinogenic risk to the pub-
lic (US EPA 2018). Nevertheless, sometimes a specific sub-
stance on this list is inappropriately flagged as posing health
concerns in the media. This may cause unnecessary concern
in the public and possibly ultimately a ban of a useful prod-
uct, while diverting the attention and resources from more
urgent problems. This issue is explored in further detail in
the summary of S. P. Felter’s presentation below.

b-Myrcene: implications for classification of this non-
genotoxic carcinogen

S. P. Felter presented a case study highlighting the regula-
tory and legal consequences resulting from the IARC classifi-
cation of the non-genotoxic flavor substance b-myrcene as
an IARC Category 2B carcinogen.

b-Myrcene is a naturally occurring monoterpene found in
more than 200 plant species. It is also widely used as a fla-
voring agent, for which it is produced industrially by the pyr-
olysis of b-pinene, one of key components of turpentine. In
1965, the Flavor Extract Manufacturers Association (FEMA
1965) Expert Panel granted b-myrcene the status as of
Generally Recognized as Safe, and the US Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA) approved b-myrcene as a food addi-
tive. In 1974, the (Europe-wide) Council of Europe ad hoc
Working Party on Natural and Artificial Flavoring Substances
approved b-myrcene for use as an artificial flavor (Council of
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Europe 1974). In the EU, b-myrcene is included in the list of
flavoring substances established under Regulation No 872/
2012 (Commission 2012). Robust safety evaluations con-
ducted by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food
Additives (JECFA 2015) and EFSA (2015) confirmed there
were no safety concerns. Similarly, on 21 June 2018, the US
FDA (2018) published an updated review of the safety of
b-myrcene as a flavoring substance in food, including its
potential carcinogenicity, and concluded that there were no
safety concerns.

Nonetheless, in October 2018, the US FDA amended the
food additive regulations to no longer authorize the use of
b-myrcene (and six other flavoring agents) in food. This action
came in response to a 2016 citizen petition and subsequent
lawsuit from consumer and environmental groups that
referred to positive results in rodent carcinogenicity studies for
these flavoring agents. Food manufacturers have until October
2020 to find suitable alternatives for the seven substances.
The legal foundation for the 2016 citizen petition and the US
FDA’s action is the so-called Delaney Clause that was enacted
under the US Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in 1958. Thereby,
the US FDA cannot allow the legal use of any food additive
found to be carcinogenic in humans or animals at any dose
(thus, there is no option under this legal mandate to consider
the human health relevance of findings from animal studies).
However, the 2018US FDA decision does not affect the legal
status of foods that contain the natural counterparts of the fla-
voring substances; see also https://www.fda.gov/food/cfsan-
constituent-updates/fda-removes-7-synthetic-flavoring-substan-
ces-food-additives-list [accessed 2020 Feb].

The key 2-year bioassay investigating b-myrcene (NTP
2010) was conducted in F344/N rats and B6C3F1 mice, fol-
lowing the standard NTP cancer bioassay protocol. Dose lev-
els were 0, 250, 500, and 1000mg/kg bw/d (gavage
administration). In the male rats and mice, there was “clear
evidence” of tumor formation in the kidneys and liver,
respectively. In the female rats and mice, this evidence was
equivocal. The clear evidence in the male rats and mice
relates to a dose-dependent increase in tumor formation at
250 and 500mg/kg bw/d. The highest dose (1000mg/kg bw/
d) exceeded the MTD, since all of the male rats and most of
the male and female mice from this test group died before
the end of the study. All available genotoxicity assessments
were negative (summarized in US FDA 2018).

Based upon the findings from the NTP (2010) rodent bio-
assay, IARC (2019b) has classified b-myrcene in Group 2B
“possible human carcinogen” based on “sufficient evidence”
in animals. By contrast, b-myrcene is not included in the
NTP’s Report on Carcinogens (NTP 2016) that lists agents,
substances, mixtures, and exposure circumstances that are
known or reasonably anticipated to be carcinogenic in
humans.

When evaluating the human health relevance of the find-
ings from the rodent bioassay, it should be considered that
b-myrcene is a naturally occurring monoterpene present in
over 200 plants and fruits, including basil, carrots, citruses,
hops, lemongrass, mangoes, pomegranates, rosemary, and
thyme. The structurally identical artificial flavoring chemical is
used in beverages, ice cream, candy, and baked goods.

Exposure to naturally occurring b-myrcene by eating plants is
50-fold higher than that from its use as an artificial flavor
(Adams et al. 2011).

Further, the overall range of dietary exposure of humans
to b-myrcene (approx. 1.2–4.8 mg/kg bw/d) is about five
orders of magnitude lower than the lowest dose in the
rodent bioassay (250mg/kg bw/d; NTP 2010). This estimation
is based upon the following data:

� US FDA (2018): Estimated daily intake of b-myrcene as a
synthetic flavoring substance: 1.23 mg/kg/d for a 60-kg
person.

� EFSA (2015): Maximized survey derived daily intake in the
EU: 4.8 mg/kg/d for 60-kg adult; in the USA: 2.6 mg/kg/d
for 60-kg adult.

� FEMA (Adams et al. 2011): Daily per capita intake (eaters
only): 3 mg/kg/d for 60-kg person.

b-Myrcene was also tested in an OECD TG 408-compliant
90-d toxicity study using male and female Sprague-Dawley
rats (Bastaki et al. 2018). The oral NOAEL for rats of both
sexes was the highest dose tested. Based on food consump-
tion and test substance (in-)stability in the diet, Bastaki et al.
(2018) calculated the NOAEL to be 115 and 136mg/kg bw/d
for males and females, respectively. EFSA (2015), applying a
“worst-case” scenario of test substance instability, calculated
the NOAEL from the 90-d study as being 44 and 53mg/kg
bw/d, for male and female rats, respectively. However, irre-
spective of the assumptions underlying the calculation of the
NOAEL, the 90-d NOAELs for both male and female rats again
exceed the average human intake by many orders of magni-
tude, providing a margin of exposure in the range of 10,000.

Overall, the available database supports the conclusion
drawn by JECFA (2015), EFSA (2015), and US FDA (2018) that
b-myrcene (which is not genotoxic, acutely toxic, or toxic to
reproduction/development) does not pose a human health
safety concern. The tumors recorded in male rats and mice
following gavage administration at very high doses for 2 years
do not raise any safety concerns (for cancer or any other
adverse effect) for humans exposed to very low levels in
food, whether naturally-occurring or synthetic. This is also re-
confirmed on the above-mentioned US FDA website
announcing the ban of the seven flavoring substances:

Although we are amending our food additive regulations for
these synthetic flavoring substances in accordance with the
Delaney Clause, the FDA’s rigorous scientific analysis has
determined that they do not pose a risk to public health under
the conditions of their intended use.

S. P. Felter highlighted that, beyond the US FDA ban, the
2018 events have induced an erosion of trust in regulatory
agencies (and industry), which was exacerbated by non-gov-
ernmental organizations that sued the US FDA. This does not
only have economic implications for food manufacturers and
consumers alike, but it also has implications for consumer
perception of safety.

Importantly, the Delaney Clause, adopted in 1958,
addresses only if a substance was shown to be carcinogenic
in humans or animals. It does not consider exposure
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potential or the human health relevance of effects observed
in animals. Thereby, it creates an imbalance between the
legal framework and the state of the art carcinogen risk
assessment. The scientific limitations of the Delaney Clause
have been recognized for many decades (e.g. Roberts 1982),
but it is also recognized that it will be very difficult to
change the law. In the meantime, it is critical that the scien-
tific community considers implications of new study designs
and approaches aimed at “identifying” non-genotoxic carci-
nogens, such that human relevance is a clear focus.

In conclusion, the classification of a substance as a car-
cinogen should only be undertaken following a WoE evalu-
ation of all available evidence further considering the human
health relevance of findings (Boobis et al. 2016; Doe et al.
2019). For substances classified as carcinogens, the legislation
implemented in many jurisdictions vastly restricts their
applicability and precludes certain uses or prescribes mini-
mization of human exposure. Notwithstanding, the carcino-
genicity classification schemes implemented by different
bodies (see above; summary of H. Greim’s presentation) have
not been harmonized, and the legal provisions for classifica-
tion are not necessarily founded on the state-of-the-science,
as the b-myrcene case study shows. Finally, the focus on clas-
sification alone in the public perception impairs risk commu-
nication and makes it difficult to explain to the public what
constitutes a real risk.

Scientific and political activities to advance the legal and
regulatory provisions underlying current toxicology and risk
assessment should address the following questions:

� Can we (and should we) mandate a change to testing
protocols and/or study interpretations that require con-
sideration of MoAs, human relevance, including consider-
ation of exposure (and potential threshold)?

� Can we (and should we) affect a change to hazard identi-
fication and classification of non-genotoxic carcinogens
such that it must be applied in the context of human
exposure (and for substances already classified, that
exposure must be considered when assessing whether a
particular user should be allowed or banned)?

� How do we better inform consumers of what is real ver-
sus perceived risks?

Panel discussion

Moderator: Alan R. Boobis (Imperial College London, UK)
Panel members: Warren Casey (National Institute for

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)/NTP, USA); Raffaella
Corvi (EU Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), Italy);
Wolfgang Dekant (University of W€urzburg, Germany); S. P.
Felter; H. Greim; R. S. Schoeny

In further pursuing the questions raised by S. P. Felter (see
above), the panelists deliberated about whether scenarios
might exist where the classification of a chemical as carcino-
genic truly serves human health protection. There was agree-
ment that, historically, the establishment of carcinogenicity
classification schemes was beneficial because it formed a
starting point for the structured collation and evaluation of

the available evidence. However, as knowledge of the mecha-
nisms of carcinogenicity has evolved, the binary approach to
carcinogenicity classification implemented more than three
decades ago is no longer appropriate. Specifically, the classifi-
cation of non-genotoxic carcinogens causes more confusion
and misperceptions to the public than it has benefits.

Beyond the endpoint carcinogenicity, while the classifica-
tion of substances may be pragmatic tools for risk manage-
ment, it runs the risk of being overly simplistic. A
classification scheme that exclusively focuses on hazard iden-
tification without considering the context (e.g. exposure
potential) results in misleading perceptions. This is important
because classification of a substance as a carcinogen can
have regulatory consequences (e.g. leading to its ban or
highly restrictive use) such that the other three steps of the
risk assessment paradigm (i.e. dose-response relationship,
exposure assessment and risk characterization; WHO IPCS
2004, 2010) are disregarded and an evaluation of the actual
risk to human health is not carried out. Without an estimate
of actual risk, effective risk management is not possible, as
this requires consideration not only of risk but also of other
legitimate factors, such as benefit and socioeconomic impact.

Hence, substance classification is not only a scientific
issue, but also a political one. The general approach to sub-
stance classification, as such, has been agreed upon at the
international level, e.g. in the GHS, and there are no initia-
tives to abandon it. To enhance the scientific relevance of
substance classification for human health protection, it
should always be applied together with risk assessment,
thereby also considering dose-response relationships and
exposure potential. Currently, however, there is usually a
time gap between C&L and risk assessment. Hence, even if
the risk assessment concludes that the substance does not
pose a risk to humans, the respective substance might
already have been taken off the market e.g. because down-
stream users do not want to use a substance labeled as
carcinogenic.

Substance classification and risk assessment should always
consider the human health relevance of effects observed in
animals and take account of other legitimate factors such as
socio-economic impact, direct and indirect befits (US EPA
1984), as is generally undertaken for pharmaceuticals and is
also reflected in the socio-economic analysis mandated by
the REACH Regulation (EP and Council 2006). In establishing
the human health relevance of effects observed in animal
studies, not only species differences in mechanisms, but also
the dose-dependency of effects should be considered. If find-
ings in the animal studies are only observed at very high
doses that by far exceed any likely (or possible) human
exposure, such effects should not be considered relevant for
human health risk assessment.

Further, all risk assessments should consider information
on the mechanisms of effects, integrating all available rele-
vant and reliable evidence from e.g. in silico, in vitro, in vivo,
and human studies as well as grouping and read-across in a
WoE approach. The adoption of NAMs (e.g. in silico and
in vitro tools, grouping into chemical categories and read-
across to similar substances) to replace traditional animal tox-
icity test methods also needs to consider how well the
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outcomes of such methodologies predict effects in humans
at relevant concentrations. Data interpretation procedures are
required to ensure that the results of the NAMs are predictive
of effects in humans and applicable for the setting of human
health exposure limits (OECD 2016). Further, establishing the
fitness-for-purpose of NAMs serves to ensure their relevance
and reliability. Both scientific and political efforts are required
to meet these goals.

For the legal situation in the USA, there was agreement
that the Delaney Clause needs to be amended to include
assessments of human health relevance and the setting of
human health exposure limits. In 1996, passing of the Food
Quality Protection Act (US Government 1996) in effect modi-
fied the Delaney Clause as it applied to pesticides to accept
a practical de minimis excess cancer risk of 1� 10�6 for pesti-
cides. Notwithstanding, it is unlikely that any elected repre-
sentative will initiate substantial amendments to the Delaney
Clause given the public perception of carcinogenicity.

Overall, communication is the key to advance the current
carcinogenicity classification paradigm. Communication with
the public should highlight the difference between hazard
identification and classification on the one hand and risk
assessment and risk management on the other hand.
Notwithstanding, it is difficult to gain public attention, or
attention in the media, to these issues, and engaging in con-
structive communication is challenging. Often, the intricacy
and complexity of topics related to substance classification
and risk assessment are almost impossible to communicate
clearly to the general public, or even to academics with
expertise in other areas. Further discussions are also required
within the scientific community to agree on if and how car-
cinogenicity classification should be advanced, also consider-
ing that classification is used for different purposes by
different bodies and organizations. In jurisdictions with evolv-
ing chemical legislation or where the chemical legislation
is undergoing fundamental revision, the hazard and risk
assessment of carcinogens should be based on the state-of-
the-science. Regardless of the difficulties encountered in
engaging in productive communication, a multi-stakeholder
dialog is indispensable to overcome the current limitations of
classification of non-genotoxic carcinogens.

THEME 2: Quantitative risk assessment of non-
genotoxic carcinogens: are current methods
adequately protective?

Inconsistent evaluation and interpretation of chemical
cancer risk inhibits innovation while not enhancing
safety

Douglas C. Wolf (Syngenta, USA) provided examples for how
inconsistent evaluation of cancer risk inhibits innovation of
active substances, plant protection products, and biocidal
products, without enhancing safety.

In the EU, active substances, as well as any plant protec-
tion products or biocidal products containing them, must be
classified following the provisions of the EU CLP Regulation
(EP and Council 2008). It is the aim of C&L to identify the
hazardous properties of a substance or mixture by applying

specific classification criteria to the available hazard data and
then to provide appropriate hazard labeling and information
on safety measures. Hence, the EU CLP classification scheme
(just as the GHS; both generally follow the IARC approach) is
exclusively hazard-based and does not take exposure into
consideration (see also above; summary of H. Greim’s
presentation).

Classification of a substance as Category 1A or 1B carcino-
genic, mutagenic, or reprotoxic generally precludes its
approval as an active substance, safener, or synergist in plant
protection products or biocidal products (EP and Council
2009, 2012). Derogations are possible under the Plant
Protection Products Regulation (EP and Council 2009) if the
use of the active substance is indispensible (for limited peri-
ods) to control a serious danger to plant health or if human
exposure is negligible under realistic proposed conditions of
use. Hence, substances and mixtures may still have to be
classified even when placed on the market in forms that are
not hazardous. Further, any metabolites of the substance
that have the potential to enter the groundwater may not be
more toxic than the parent substance based on the key
adverse effect. Therefore, drivers for the development of
new active substances planned to be marketed in Europe
focus on C&L to prevent Category 1A/1B classification.
Toxicological studies are designed and evaluated to comply
with the respective cut-off criteria for substances and those
metabolites that can enter the groundwater. Thereby, the
evaluations disregard dose–response relationships or expos-
ure considerations, i.e. parameters which are pivotal in ensur-
ing human health and environmental safety.

An overview of active substances that were all classified
as Category 2 carcinogens under the EU CLP Regulation and
the diversity of conclusions regarding carcinogenicity risk
assessment drawn by the US EPA Office of Pesticide Programs
Cancer Assessment Review Committee (US EPA CARC) for these
same compounds illustrates the limitations of an oversimpli-
fied, hazard identification-based carcinogenicity classification
system (Table 2). Usage of the US EPA (2005a) WoE descrip-
tors (Table 1) provides much more relevant information than
the EU CLP categorization. Also, more than one WoE descrip-
tor can be used following the US EPA Guidelines when a sub-
stance’s effects differ by dose or exposure route. For
example, the substance could be “likely to be carcinogenic”
above a specified dose, but “not likely to be carcinogenic”
below that dose because a key event in tumor formation
does not occur.

In this regard, WoE evaluations should consider that car-
cinogenicity is not an inherent property of any chemical, but
a stochastic process. Tumors can develop when permanent
errors occur in the DNA. However, multiple errors are neces-
sary for the DNA before a tumor can evolve and the errors
need to accumulate in one single pluripotent stem cell in the
respective tissue (Doe et al. 2019; Wolf et al. 2019).

The following case study shows how mechanisms of car-
cinogenicity should be considered during substance classifi-
cation. For a specific active ingredient (the identity of which
is proprietary business information), uterine tumors were
observed in female rats (at high doses only) and liver and
thyroid tumors were observed in male rats and/or mice. The
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US EPA CARC concluded that the active ingredient should be
classified as having “suggestive evidence of carcinogenic
potential” since the available evidence was not considered
sufficient to support the company’s proposed non-genotoxic
MoA for the uterine tumor. Nevertheless, the US EPA CARC
also concluded that quantification of cancer risk using a non-
linear approach would adequately account for all chronic
toxicity, including carcinogenicity, that could result from
exposure to the active ingredient. Hence, even though the
MoA was not fully defined, the most sensitive NOAEL could
be identified and health-based exposure limits (such as refer-
ences doses) could be derived to protect humans from
potential carcinogenicity.

This conclusion from the US EPA CARC was founded on a
risk-driven evaluation of the data showing that the liver and
thyroid tumor response occurred only in male rats and/or
mice exposed to the active ingredient, but not in the female
rats or mice. The liver tumor response in male rats occurred
late in the course of treatment and comprised mainly adeno-
mas, whereas no carcinomas were observed. It was consid-
ered to be weak evidence of a treatment-related effect. The
male mouse liver tumors included adenomas and combined
adenomas and/or carcinomas. All non-neoplastic histopatho-
logical findings were considered background findings associ-
ated with the age and strain of mice. The thyroid tumor
response in male rats comprised mainly adenomas; however,
there was also an increase in combined adenomas and/or
carcinomas. It was concluded that thyroid tumor incidence
provided weak evidence of a treatment-related effect. There
was no concern for mutagenicity. The available data were
considered sufficient to support the proposed non-genotoxic
MoA for liver tumors in male rats and mice and thyroid
tumors in male rats, but they were not considered sufficient
to support the proposed MoA for female rat uterine tumors,
which only occurred in the high-dose group.

Taken together, the GHS (and hence also EU CLP)
approach to carcinogenicity classification, developed in the
1970s and 1980s should be fundamentally revised.
Classification based on the presence of tumors alone could

potentially eliminate a substance’s commercial utility even
though there would be no risk of carcinogenicity to humans.
Additionally, the standard rodent 2-year bioassay is a poor
model for predicting human carcinogenicity. It includes doses
that do not reflect human exposure scenarios and provides
only limited information on dose-response relationships. It
does not provide mechanistic information and the proce-
dures to evaluate the findings from the 2-year bioassay are
not harmonized (either across governments or, in some
cases, across different agencies within specific governments).
The 2-year bioassay has a high false-positive rate and can
produce tumors that are irrelevant to humans. It is time- and
resource-consuming and uses large numbers of animals
(Cohen 2017; Felter et al. 2018; Doe et al. 2019; Sauve-
Ciencewicki et al. 2019).

For these reasons, the science of carcinogenicity risk
assessment should be advanced to facilitate the use of mod-
ern tools and technologies that allow identifying the context
in which a substance could elicit an adverse effect in humans
to ensure that appropriate risk management measures are
taken.

However, the standard rodent 2-year bioassay is often
legally mandated and typically used by authorities to address
required information on the potential for chemicals to cause
cancer. Therefore, it is being performed, even if its findings
are not needed to protect human health, and often it is not
helpful for hazard assessment. A first step toward abandon-
ing the 2-year bioassay would be to establish accepted guid-
ance for waiving it. Opportunities for waiving the 2-year
bioassay are most appropriate where a strong argument for
low exposure can be provided for the given substance
or group of substances, an abundance of information is avail-
able, and all potential MoAs can be identified in less-than-
lifetime studies.

Options to specify carcinogenicity waiver requests were
presented at the 58th Annual Meeting of the Society of
Toxicology (Hilton et al. 2019). Within the “Rethinking
Carcinogenicity Assessment for Agrochemicals Project”
(ReCAAP), Hilton and co-workers assessed (1) valinamide

Table 2. Active ingredients: EU CLP classification as compared to decision of the US EPA Cancer Assessment Review Committee.

Active ingredient Indication
EU CLP Carc.
Category Decision of the US EPA Cancer Assessment Review Committee

Acetochlor Herbicide 2 Suggestive evidence of carcinogenic potential
Chlordimeform Insecticide 2 Group B – probable human carcinogen
Fenoxycarb Insecticide 2 Likely to be carcinogenic to humans
Fluometuron Herbicide 2 Group C – possible human carcinogen (use of low dose extrapolation model)�
Isopyrazam Fungicide 2 Likely to be carcinogenic to humans (linear low-dose extrapolation approach to estimate human cancer risk†)
Molinate Herbicide 2 Suggestive evidence of carcinogenicity, but not sufficient to assess human carcinogenic potential
Nicosulfuron Herbicide 2 Group E – evidence of non-carcinogenicity for humans; NOAEL from dog study used for chronic effects
Pirimicarb Insecticide 2 Likely to be carcinogenic to humans (linear low-dose extrapolation approach to estimate human cancer risk‡)
Propazine Herbicide 2 Not likely to be carcinogenic to humans
Pymetrozine Insecticide 2 Likely human carcinogen (but used LOAEL from developmental neurotoxicity studyþ uncertainty factors for

chronic reference dose¶)
Simazine Herbicide 2 Not likely to be carcinogenic to humans
Tralkoxydim Herbicide 2 Suggestive evidence of carcinogenicity, but not sufficient to assess human carcinogenic potential

EU CLP classification as per ECHA dissemination portal (https://echa.europa.eu); US EPA Cancer Assessment as per US EPA (2018); unless otherwise noted, see
below.�Source: US EPA (2005b).

†Source: US EPA (2017).
‡Source: US EPA (2005c).
¶Source: US EPA (2000).
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carbamates (a group of fungicides) and (2) sulfonamides
(herbicide safeners that increase the rate of herbicide metab-
olism) using a WoE decision-tree for carcinogenicity assess-
ment. First, all available data were considered except for
those from the 2-year bioassay. Next, the outcome of the
WoE evaluation was consolidated by comparing it to the out-
come of the 2-year bioassay. Following the provisions of the
EU Plant Protection Products Regulation (EP and Council
2009; Commission 2013) and the US Food Quality Protection
Act of 1996 that amended the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide
and Rodenticide Act and the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (US Government 1996), the database for these
substances includes intended use indication and class
of chemistry, metabolic profile and in vitro and in vivo
toxicological data (also from grouping and read-across) on
short-term and subchronic toxicity, genotoxicity, hormonal
perturbation, and immune suppression.

In the WoE evaluation of valinamide carbamates, Hilton
et al. (2019) investigated if the potential carcinogenicity of
one member of this group could also be established by read-
across from data available for two other valinamide carba-
mates. Generally, human exposure to valinamide carbamates
is such that it is below the level of concern, based on the
respective margins of exposure. Upon oral exposure, valina-
mide carbamates are rapidly absorbed, widely distributed,
extensively metabolized, and rapidly eliminated. They are not
genotoxic. The subchronic target organs are the liver and the
thyroid gland and there is limited evidence for hormone per-
turbation. With respect to potential for immunotoxicity, a 90-
d dog study yielded lymphatic edema and atrophy of femoral
and sternum bone marrow. As regards carcinogenic MoA,
data available from rat studies for the two valinamide carba-
mates provided insufficient evidence to conclude on thyroid-
pituitary homeostasis or the development of liver foci. There
was no significant tumor formation in mice. The overall WoE
conclusion was that there were insufficient data to extrapo-
late long-term effects and that further mechanistic informa-
tion was needed to understand tumor formation in rats, but
that further testing in mice should be waived. By comparison,
the 2-year bioassays available for the two valinamide carba-
mates indicated that they were “likely to be carcinogenic to
humans” based on combined tumor rates for female rat
thyroid follicular cell adenoma and carcinoma (Hilton
et al. 2019).

In the WoE evaluation of sulfonamides, Hilton et al. (2019)
recorded that human exposure is such that it is below the
level of concern, based on the respective margins of expos-
ure. The sulfonamide under investigation was rapidly
absorbed and rapidly excreted mostly in urine, primarily
unchanged. There was no evidence for genotoxicity; the sub-
chronic target organ was the urinary tract. The available data-
base indicated no concern for hormone perturbation or
immunotoxicity. As regards mechanisms of carcinogenicity,
tumors associated with cell proliferation and formation of
urinary tract crystals/calculi had been recorded, typically at
high-doses. Read-across indicated no additional concerns for
chronic effects or tumor formation. The overall WoE conclu-
sion was that sufficient data were available to extrapolate
long-term effects and that waiving both the rat and mouse

2-year bioassay was possible. By comparison, the conclusion
from an existing 2-year bioassay was that the sulfonamide
was “not likely to be carcinogenic to humans” at doses that
do not cause urothelium cytotoxicity. Hence, the WoE conclu-
sion was consistent with the conclusion from this 2-year bio-
assay (Hilton et al. 2019).

The WoE evaluations conducted by Hilton et al. (2019)
show that new approaches for a risk-based evaluation strat-
egy serve to avoid the 2-year bioassay without impairing
human health protection. In vitro assays and subacute and
subchronic in vivo studies can be used to evaluate potential
carcinogenicity. The WoE approach allows identifying primary
effects that lead to DNA damage or increased cell prolifer-
ation. Mechanisms of carcinogenicity are identified by deter-
mining hazardous properties including mutagenicity,
genotoxicity, and target organ toxicity. Thereby, the WoE
approach allows protecting humans against adverse long-
term effects, including carcinogenicity. It includes dose-
response considerations and allows setting exposure limits
that prevent the primary effects, and, therefore, also the
long-term effects.

A separate classification for carcinogenicity provides no
additional human protection. On the contrary, cut-off-based
hazard evaluation strategies, as currently implemented under
the EU CLP Regulation (EP and Council 2008), inhibit the
application of innovative approaches and delay or deny
innovation. Additionally, observations of how tumors (that
are often irrelevant to humans) form in rats are not helpful
or required to reliably protect humans from carcinogenicity
risks. Abandoning the rodent 2-year bioassay avoids waste of
resources, time, and animals without impairing human health
protection. D. C. Wolf concluded his presentation with a
quote from the British economist John Maynard Keynes:

The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the
old ones. (Keynes 1936)

Establishing an adequate margin of protection for non-
genotoxic carcinogens

A. R. Boobis pursued the question of how current C&L
approaches could and should be advanced beyond mere
hazard identification to allow establishing thresholds of
effects and adequate margins of safety. These questions not
only considered classification for carcinogenicity, but also the
general risk assessment of chemicals.

When the risk assessment is performed to meet human
health protection goals, its outcome is used to establish ref-
erence doses (human health exposure limits, e.g. ADI) for risk
management and risk communication. These reference doses
are based on the most sensitive relevant adverse effect
observed in the available experimental studies, i.e. typically
the lowest NOAEL, further making use of AFs to account for
e.g. interindividual variability and species differences between
humans and rodents (see also above; summary of H. Greim’s
presentation).

Since non-genotoxic carcinogens elicit effects by a non-
linear threshold-based MoA, a NOAEL can be established for
these substances from which to derive a reference dose.
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Braakhuis et al. (2018) recorded that usually the NOAEL from
subchronic repeated-dose toxicity studies is used as point-of-
departure for the assessment of non-genotoxic carcinogens
under REACH (EP and Council 2006) since carcinogenicity
studies may generally only be performed if a specific concern
is present. For 44 known non-genotoxic carcinogens for
which both data from subchronic toxicity studies and car-
cinogenicity studies were available, Braakhuis et al. reported
that the NOAELs from the two types of studies were similar.
Braakhuis et al. also reported that the subchronic toxicity and
carcinogenicity NOAELs were, on average, associated with a
cancer risk of approx. 1% in rodents. They concluded that
the carcinogenic risk in rodents at the NOAEL was not nil (i.e.
approx. 1%) and that the derived health-based guidance val-
ues might not fully preclude a risk for tumor development in
humans (Braakhuis et al. 2018). However, this line of argu-
ments disregards that the definition for NOAEL does not
require absence of adversity: “The NOAEL is the highest
exposure at which there is no statistically or biologically sig-
nificant increase in the frequency of an adverse effect when
compared with a control group” (NRC 1994). Once more, this
example shows the limitations of a binary, exclusively hazard
identification-based approach to carcinogenicity risk assess-
ment that disregards the threshold-based MoAs of non-geno-
toxic carcinogenicity, dose-response relationships, the human
health relevance of effects, and relevant human exposure lev-
els and exposure durations.

Depending on the MoA, carcinogenicity evolves by a
sequence of key events and each of the intermediate key
events has its own quantitative response-response relation-
ship (Garcia-Reyero and Murphy 2018). The subsequent key
event is only triggered if the effect caused by the preceding
key event is of sufficient magnitude. For the non-systemic
fungicide chlorothalonil, an MoA for renal carcinogenicity has
been suggested that has glutathione conjugation and further
metabolism to cysteine conjugates as the molecular initiating
event, followed by active uptake of the cysteine conjugates
by proximal convoluted tubular cells that may ultimately lead
to renal cell regenerative proliferation (JMPR 2011). The
resulting adverse outcome in rats is increased renal adenoma
and carcinoma (Wilkinson and Killeen 1996; JMPR 2011).

As summarized by the 2009 Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on
Pesticide Residues (JMPR 2011), different studies have indi-
cated that chlorothalonil is nephrotoxic in rats. The following
findings were reported:

� 28-d study: Increased renal weight (lowest-observed
adverse effect level (LOAEL) 80mg/kg bw/d).

� 90-d study: Increased blood urea nitrogen (NOAEL 40mg/
kg bw/d) and increased renal weight, renal hyperplasia,
and karyomegaly in kidneys (LOAEL 40mg/kg bw/d).

� 90-d study: Increased renal weight (NOAEL 1.5mg/kg bw/
d), hyperplasia of the epithelium of proximal convoluted
tubules (NOAEL 10mg/kg bw/d).

� 2-year study: Increased blood urea nitrogen, serum cre-
atinine, and renal weight (NOAEL 3.8mg/kg bw/d); hyper-
plasia of the epithelium of proximal convoluted tubules
(NOAEL 1.8mg/kg bw/d); renal adenomas and carcino-
mas in male and female rats (NOAEL 3.8mg/kg bw/d).

The JMPR concluded that the formation of kidney tumors
was the result of prolonged renal cytotoxicity and regenera-
tive cell proliferation (similar to the chloroform example
described in the summaries of the presentations by R.S.
Schoeny (see above) and S. M. Cohen (see below)), and was
consistent with a threshold phenomenon (since chlorothalo-
nil further showed no evidence for genotoxicity). The JMPR
established an ADI of 0–0.02mg/kg bw for chlorothalonil
based on the NOAEL of 1.8mg/kg bw/d for kidney toxicity
observed in the 2-year bioassay and using an AF of 100. (The
ADI reflects the amount of a chemical to which an individual
can be exposed daily over a lifetime without appreciable
health risk.) The ADI for chlorothalonil provides a margin of
200 for the induction of renal tumors in rats (NOAEL 3.8mg/
kg bw/d). Based on the MoA, the JMPR concluded that, while
it is plausible that humans are less sensitive to the renal
effects of chlorothalonil, it was not possible to dismiss rele-
vance to humans on quantitative grounds, nor was it pos-
sible to quantify any difference in sensitivity (JMPR 2011).
(Notably, given the species differences in the b-lyase bioacti-
vation pathway (Iyer and Anders 1996), the ADI is likely to be
conservative.).

For cadmium, the MoA for nephrotoxicity is reported to
be initiated when cadmium accumulates in the kidneys
thereby eliciting thiol group activation. This leads to cytotox-
icity which results in proximal tubular damage (identified by
measuring beta-2-microglobulin levels in the urine). The prox-
imal tubular damage leads to the nephrotoxic adverse out-
come (Branca et al. 2018).

The potential renal carcinogenicity of cadmium was
assessed in a standard 2-year bioassay using Noble NBL/Cr
rats receiving 25, 50, 100, and 200 ppm cadmium chloride in
the drinking water (Waalkes et al. 1999). The rats showed a
low incidence of tumors at the two higher doses which was
statistically significant by a trend test, albeit there were no
significant differences in pairwise comparisons with the con-
trol group. By comparison, statistically significant increases in
renal hyperplasia were recorded in all test groups (Waalkes
et al. 1999). Hence, this 2-year bioassay provided limited evi-
dence in rats that cadmium-induced nephrotoxicity might
progress to tumor formation. For humans, the primary health
concern related to oral uptake of cadmium is its accumula-
tion in the proximal tubular cells where it may cause renal
dysfunction (EFSA 2009).

Exemplarily, the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food
Chain (CONTAM) scientific opinion on cadmium in food (EFSA
2009) is presented to explore the existence of population
thresholds for precursor effects of carcinogenicity, in this
case, elevated beta-2-microglobulin as a measure of proximal
tubular damage, indicating the potential renal carcinogenicity
of cadmium. In its risk assessment of cadmium, EFSA
CONTAM calculated the 5% lower bound of the benchmark
dose confidence interval (BMDL5) using beta-2-microglobulin
data available for 30 000 human subjects. The BMDL5 reflects
the lower 95% confidence limit on a 5% extra risk (defined as
the absolute change in risk divided by the non-affected frac-
tion in the control population). The calculated BMDL5 of 4 lg
Cd/g creatinine1 was divided by a chemical-specific adjust-
ment factor of 3.9, to account for the inter-individual
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variation of urinary cadmium within the study populations,
leading to a critical urinary level of 1.0lg Cd/g cretonne.
One-compartment modeling was applied to identify the diet-
ary cadmium exposure that corresponds to the critical urinary
level. The modeling indicated that, in order to remain below
the critical urinary level in 95% of the population by the age
of 50 years, the average weekly dietary cadmium intake
should not exceed 2.52 lg Cd/kg bw (EFSA 2009).

This example shows that there was a clear population
threshold for cadmium-induced proximal tubular damage, as
indicated by elevations of beta-2-microglobulin, in a pooled
analysis of data from 30 000 subjects. Hence, the health-
based guidance value established by CONTAM to ensure that
sensitive sub-populations will be protected from the nephro-
toxicity of cadmium, will also ensure the protection of the
population from any risk of renal carcinogenicity.

Carcinogenicity resulting from a non-genotoxic MoA will
exhibit a true biological threshold. Whilst human sensitivity
will vary, it will not be distributed infinitely, but rather will be
subject to biologically-determined limits. If the respective
exposure level necessary to elicit the molecular initiating
event and all subsequent key events are not reached, the
given adverse outcome will not occur. Preferably, the risk
assessment should be based on mechanistic considerations
and the identification of biological thresholds rather than
statistically-based defaults. This is especially important for
carcinogenicity that evolves through a non-genotoxic, thresh-
old-based MoA.

A path forward for carcinogenicity evaluation without
the 2-year bioassay

Samuel M. Cohen (University of Nebraska Medical Center,
USA) presented opportunities to conduct carcinogenicity eval-
uations without the rodent 2-year bioassay.

The basic assumptions underlying the use of rodent
2-year bioassays are (1) that carcinogenic effects observed at
the high doses used in the bioassay will also occur at the
lower doses humans usually are exposed to (dose extrapola-
tion); and (2) that chemicals that cause tumors in rodents
also cause tumors in humans (species extrapolation).
However, often these two assumptions are not valid. The
2-year bioassay has proven to be a poor predictor of human
carcinogenicity. It generally does not provide mechanistic
information and does not allow evaluating the human rele-
vance of effects. Further, many non-genotoxic carcinogens
elicit effects in rodents that are irrelevant to humans. Such
effects include: (1) tumors in rodent organs that have no
human counterpart (Zymbal’s gland, Harderian gland, and
forestomach); (2) rodent tumors without human analog (e.g.
splenic mononuclear cell leukemia, mouse submucosal mes-
enchymal lesion of bladder); and (3) rodent tumors where
the underlying MoA is not predictive of human risk (e.g. rat
pancreas, mouse lymphoma, different tumors of endocrine
and reproductive organs) (Alison et al. 1994; Cohen 2004).

These scientific limitations of the rodent 2-year bioassay
provide a strong incentive to abandon its use. To meet this
goal, a general approach for carcinogenicity assessment is

needed that allows addressing all relevant genotoxic and
non-genotoxic MoAs of human carcinogenicity.

Generally, direct genotoxic MoAs of carcinogenicity always
involve DNA reactivity. Non-genotoxic MoAs of carcinogen-
icity always involve increased numbers of cell divisions (i.e.
increased cell proliferation) as a key event; they involve a
precursor non-cancer key event (e.g. immunosuppression,
estrogenicity, or cytotoxicity and regeneration); and they
involve a threshold. Further, carcinogenesis is a stochastic
process that may evolve if a sequence of key events occurs
(see also above; summary of D. C. Wolf’s presentation). This
implies that if the molecular initiating event takes place there
is a certain probability that the adverse outcome will evolve.
Hence, protecting against the respective precursor non-
cancer key events will also protect against non-genotoxic
carcinogenicity.

Against this background, a general approach for carcino-
genicity assessment without the 2-year bioassay should begin
by screening for DNA reactivity, immunosuppression, and
estrogenic activity. Further screening should aim at identify-
ing organ-specific effects, i.e. any evidence for increased pro-
liferation, such as organ hyperplasia, cytotoxicity, etc. The
findings from the in vitro and in vivo screening tests, and in
silico modeling, should be evaluated together to identify any
likely MoA and to establish the dose-response relationship
and human relevance of the findings. The World Health
Organization (WHO)/International Programme on Chemical
Safety (IPCS) Human Relevance Framework (Boobis et al. 2006)
provides a scientific framework to evaluate early changes
that increase the probability of carcinogenicity and the
human relevance of MoAs of carcinogenicity.

The example of hepatocellular carcinogenesis shows how
the general approach for carcinogenicity assessment can be
devised. MoAs for hepatocellular carcinogenesis include DNA
reactivity and increased cell proliferation (that can either be
receptor-mediated or non-receptor mediated). Receptor-
mediated increases in cell proliferation can be initiated by
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-alpha (PPARa), by
nuclear receptors (e.g. constitutive androstane receptor, preg-
nane X receptor), by the aryl hydrocarbon receptor, by estro-
gen or by statins. Non-receptor mediated increases in cell
proliferation can be initiated by e.g. cytotoxicity, viral proc-
esses, iron overload, or increased apoptosis.

PPARa agonists induce the formation of liver tumors by a
sequence of key events including metabolic activation (if
required) and PPARa activation (peroxisome proliferation and
oxidative damage), which then leads to increased cell prolif-
eration. Hence, the data supporting PPARa activation as a
carcinogenic MoA include these key events: PPARa activation
and hepatocellular hypertrophy; increased induction of per-
oxisomal enzymes and confirmation of increased peroxisomes
by transmission electron microscopy; and increased cell pro-
liferation (that should be reversible upon discontinuance of
the respective treatment).

Criteria for establishing the non-receptor mediated key
event of cytotoxicity include non-DNA reactivity of the sub-
stance, histopathological indications of cytotoxicity (i.e.
necrosis and/or increased apoptosis), the induction of serum
enzymes indicating toxicity, and increased labeling index,
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and/or increased numbers of hepatocytes as indicators of
increased cell proliferation. Further, there should be a parallel
dose-response for cytotoxicity and carcinogenicity, effects
should be reversible, and other MoAs should be ruled out,
e.g. using a WoE approach.

A comparison of the key events of the MoA of carcinogen-
icity of chloroform in rodents versus humans (see above;
summary of R. S. Schoeny’s presentation) shows that, also
when key events are concordant, the MoA in rodents – lead-
ing to an adverse outcome – is not necessarily relevant to
predict effects in humans, since human exposures are often
below that required to produce chronic toxicity. In both
rodents and humans, the molecular initiating event involves
generation of phosgene/HCl by CYP2E1 which then leads to
cytotoxicity. In rodents, the cytotoxicity has been shown to
lead to cell proliferation and regeneration, which may ultim-
ately lead to the formation of liver tumors. By comparison,
there are no human data indicating such cell proliferation
and regeneration, and the human data related to tumor for-
mation are inadequate. Therefore, based upon the available
data alone, tumor formation in humans cannot be ruled out.
Nevertheless, the MoA for chloroform carcinogenicity in
rodents – leading to an adverse outcome – is not relevant
for human exposures: it requires high-dose sustained lifetime
exposures in the animal studies (that further indicate dose-
related and temporal thresholds of effects). By comparison,
humans are not exposed to chloroform at high doses over
any considerable periods of time.

Allen et al. (2004) assessed if findings from available
rodent 90-d studies (i.e. hepatocellular necrosis, hypertrophy,
cytomegaly and/or increased liver weight) correlated with
liver tumors in the 2-year bioassay (mice: 83 compounds; rats
87 compounds). All substances that elicited liver tumors in
the 2-year bioassay showed at least one of the findings in
the 90-d study. There were no false negatives, but a large
number of false positives (Allen et al. 2004). This outcome
showed that the 90-d study can be used to screen for hep-
atotoxicity. If none of the above-mentioned hepatic parame-
ters are altered in the 90-d study, the substance is not a
hepatocarcinogen. If one of the parameters is altered, it

should be investigated if the substance is DNA reactive and
its toxicokinetic properties and potential for metabolic activa-
tion should be established. If the substance is not DNA react-
ive, mechanistic screens should aim at identifying key events
of potential non-genotoxic MoAs for carcinogenicity. Based
thereupon, specific follow-up studies then serve to substanti-
ate the likely MoA.

Figure 1 presents the decision-tree for a general screen
for carcinogenesis that abstains from using the 2-year bio-
assay. Instead, the screen includes detailed subacute and
subchronic repeated-dose toxicity studies (addressing organ
weights, histopathology, cell proliferation, blood and urine
chemistries, DNA labeling indices) and specialized studies, as
relevant (e.g. immunohistochemistry, ‘omics). The focus of
the screen should be to predict non-cancer toxicity of non-
genotoxic substances, since protecting against their non-
cancer toxicity also protects against cancer toxicity. This
short-term assay approach has identified all known human
carcinogens, which is not the case for the standard full
2-year rodent bioassay (e.g. inorganic arsenic (Cohen et al.
2013; Cohen 2018) and cigarette smoking (Witchi 2005)).

S. M. Cohen concluded his presentation by invoking that
it is time to stop doing rodent 2-year bioassays. An innova-
tive approach to carcinogenicity hazard and risk assessment
should be implemented, which, however, is a political chal-
lenge that often requires changes in laws and guidelines.

Stakeholder perspectives

W. Casey (NIEHS/NTP, USA) summarized ongoing activities
within the NTP to re-design carcinogenicity assessment by
the implementation of a translational toxicology pipeline.
These activities are founded on the NTP vision to improve
public health through the development of data and know-
ledge that is translatable, predictive and timely (NIEHS 2018).
The need to move away from the rodent 2-year bioassay is
substantiated by the fact that it does not provide timely
information (taking several years from start to finish) and has
limited translational relevance for protecting human health
due to unrealistic exposure scenarios and lack of cancer site

Chemical

Short term in vivo assay at MTD to identify 
possible target tissues; possible human 
carcinogen; requires risk assessment

Immunosuppression Oestrogenic activity

Yes Possible human carcinogen; 
requires risk assessment

Specific evaluation to determine MoA and dose 
response in tissues positive in screen

MoA and dose relevant to humans

Yes

Yes No
DNA reactivity

Yes

No

Possible human carcinogen; 
requires risk assessment

Unlikely human carcinogen for 
intended use and expected 

exposureNo

13 week bioassay to evaluate cytotoxicity 
and/or increased cell proliferation

No

Figure 1. Decision-tree for a general screen for carcinogenesis that abstains from using the 2-year bioassay (modified from Cohen (2004); reproduced with permis-
sion of the author).
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concordance. By comparison, the planned translational toxi-
cology pipeline is expected to become an efficient and
impactful tool for human carcinogenicity assessment. It
includes a hypothesis-driven tiered approach covering data
mining, computational toxicology, bioactivity screening,
in vitro studies, short-term in vivo studies, chronic in vivo
studies, and finally, knowledge integration. Due to the tiered
structure of the translational toxicology pipeline, less reliance
on chronic in vivo studies is anticipated.

The development of an innovative carcinogenicity assess-
ment strategy is challenging since “cancer” is a collection of
over 100 related diseases that may evolve by different path-
ways. To improve human relevance of the translational toxi-
cology pipeline, it should include NAMs that are based on
human data (Morgan et al. 2016). Different programs are
underway to expand resources for data from the human
population, including the National Institutes of Health: All of
Us research program, a historic effort to gather data from
one million or more US residents to accelerate research and
improve health (https://allofus.nih.gov [accessed 2020 Feb]),
and the Million Veteran Program, a national voluntary
research program to learn how genes, lifestyle and military
exposures affect health and illness, that is funded by the
Department of Veterans Affairs (https://www.research.va.gov/
mvp/ [accessed 2020 Feb]).

Next steps planned by the NTP to re-envision carcinogen-
icity assessment include further collaborations with stake-
holders to understand e.g. their specific requirements, data
needs, and contexts of use; endeavors to streamline access
to NTP data; the identification of initial human cancer areas
of focus; and the development of a communication plan.

Federica Crivellente (EFSA, Italy) explained that the
standard data requirements for active substances in plant
protection products, monitored by EFSA, include carcinogen-
icity testing in two species. The two species are mostly rats
and mice, but other species should be considered depending
on comparative metabolism assessments. Scientifically vali-
dated alternative carcinogenicity models may be used
instead of the second species, and data on the MoA shall be
provided for non-genotoxic carcinogens. Waiving of carcino-
genicity testing is justifiable e.g. for natural products, highly
toxic compounds, and microorganisms. Waiving is also pos-
sible if the expected human exposure is not long-lasting (e.g.
in the case of ornamental plants) or if there is no evidence of
exposure.

As stated in the Commission Regulation setting out the
data requirements for active substances (Commission 2013),
“the results of the carcinogenicity study taken together with
other relevant data and information on the active substance
shall be sufficient to permit the evaluation of hazards in
humans.” However, while the rodent 2-year bioassay was
developed to explore carcinogenicity, it is most likely not
relevant to predict carcinogenicity in humans.

As regards the exploration of carcinogenicity, the findings
from chronic toxicity/carcinogenicity studies are used for the
derivation of ADI levels and for carcinogenicity classification
and they might also contribute to the assessment of endo-
crine disruption. EFSA recognizes that a mechanistic shift
should be pursued with the aim to enhance the mechanistic

understanding of carcinogenicity and to improve the predic-
tivity of carcinogenicity assessments. For non-DNA reactive
carcinogens that are either mitogenic or cytotoxic with
regenerative proliferation, key events (e.g. target organ tox-
icity, hormonal activity, and immunosuppression) might be
addressed in 90-d studies. In order to advance the carcino-
genicity classification scheme, risk managers need to be con-
vinced to accept radically different models for C&L. These
models need to consider potency, and they should include
in vitro MoA hazard classes to predict likely safe exposures
for specific toxicity pathways rather than organ toxicity
per se.

R. Corvi (European Commission, JRC, Italy) explained that
the toolbox of novel approaches that have solid scientific
bases and make use of innovative tools is growing. This
offers the opportunity to make more informed decisions,
which are mechanistic-based and human relevant and attain
better levels of protection. Moreover, using animal-free meth-
ods also has positive ethical implications in line with Directive
2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientific pur-
poses (EP and Council 2010). However, it remains challenging
to define how much information is really necessary for haz-
ard and risk assessment, how to integrate the available data,
and how to identify which new tools are needed to generate
such data. To bring mechanistic data to bear in decision-mak-
ing, there is a need to adopt some level of harmonization
and standardization in the way data are generated, synthe-
sized, and presented for regulatory use. As R. Corvi high-
lighted, “a wild-west mentality might get data published, but
it is unlikely to prove credible to decision-makers in the long
run.” Therefore, the JRC is highly committed and engaged in
activities to harmonize NAMs e.g. on the level of the OECD,
the International Cooperation on Cosmetics Regulation
(https://iccr-cosmetics.org [accessed 2020 Feb]) or the
International Cooperation on Alternative Test Methods
(ICATM2), and it fosters collaboration across such initiatives.
To enhance the use of NAMs, scientific activities are required
to continuously improve the mechanistic assays and political
initiatives to update the relevant information requirements.
To date, GHS classification criteria for non-animal methods
have only been implemented for local toxicity endpoints skin
corrosion and irritation, while work is ongoing for eye dam-
age and irritation. It is hoped that these activities will facili-
tate the update of criteria for systemic toxicity endpoints.

The JRC is also engaged in activities that are specifically
related to non-genotoxic carcinogens and that aim at moving
away from the 2-year bioassay. For example, the JRC is co-
leading the European Partnership for Alternative Approaches
to Animal Testing (EPAA) activity on Mechanism-based
approach to cancer risk assessment of agrochemicals incorpo-
rating 3Rs principles (https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/docu-
ments/36296 [accessed 2020 Feb]) and is contributing to the
OECD working group on the development of an integrated
approach for testing and assessment (IATA) for non-geno-
toxic carcinogens (Jacobs et al. 2016). Moreover, the JRC is
taking a broader look into an approach to carcinogenicity
assessment which keeps pace with cancer burden and evolv-
ing chemical environment and considers more human data,
related to etiology and links with other diseases, most
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common types of cancer and biomarkers of exposure (Corvi
et al. 2017; Madia et al. 2019). The reduction or abandon-
ment of the 2-year bioassay requires in the short-term new
approaches to be implemented within the current regulatory
frameworks and long-term initiatives to redesign the hazard
and risk assessment paradigm as such.

Jonas Nygren (ECHA, Finland) highlighted that attempts
to change the current carcinogenicity hazard and risk assess-
ment paradigm would require revising the applicable legisla-
tion, as well as the GHS. As carcinogenicity hazard
assessment serves to identify if a substance might be carcino-
genic in any organ, MoA data alone for a particular cancer
type may not be very useful, unless showing a positive result.
Still, it would currently be difficult to classify using MoA data
alone without revision of the legislation. J. Nygren pointed
out that the database to inform on carcinogenicity may be
sparse: Under Annex X of the REACH Regulation (EP and
Council 2006), a carcinogenicity study may be requested for
high-production volume substances with widespread disper-
sive use or frequent or long-term human exposure if there is
a specific concern for carcinogenicity e.g. from the genotoxic-
ity tests or repeated-dose toxicity studies. Due to these
restrictions, ECHA has so far requested fewer than 10 carcino-
genicity studies (Karamertzanis et al. 2019). The inclusion of
substances to the list of harmonized C&L of hazardous sub-
stances within Annex VI of the CLP Regulation (EP and
Council 2008) has an impact on restricting the use of sub-
stances. J. Nygren mentioned that the REACH Regulation
takes socioeconomic implications and exposure scenarios
into account in the restriction and authorization processes.
This is a complex and time-consuming process. For one sub-
stance, there can be several restrictions for different uses.
This made the concept of coupling risk assessment to classifi-
cation unclear as there would often be a need for multiple
risk assessments. Disclaimer: The views expressed by Jonas
Nygren are his own and may not represent the view
of ECHA.

Marina Pereira (Humane Society International, United
Kingdom) presented a perspective on the replacement of ani-
mals in the carcinogenicity assessment of chemicals as man-
dated by the 3Rs principle (Russell and Burch 1959) and the
Directive 2010/63/EU (EP and Council 2010).

In vitro and short-term in vivo approaches are available to
assess genotoxic carcinogens. With respect to the assessment
of non-genotoxic carcinogens, an abundance of evidence
confirms the irrelevance and poor reproducibility of the
rodent 2-year bioassay (Ennever and Lave 2003; Knight et al.
2006). If the 2-year bioassay is performed, addition of a
second species, i.e. mice, does not add to the safety evalu-
ation (Billington et al. 2010). In the short-term, data from sub-
chronic toxicity studies should be used to predict (the
absence of) carcinogenic potential in humans (van der Laan
et al. 2016; Woutersen et al. 2016). Ultimately, scientific and
political activities should aim at establishing an approach for
carcinogenicity testing that begins by in vitro investigations
of pathways of carcinogenicity followed by IATAs to inform
on the human health relevance of the pathways and the car-
cinogenic potential and potency of the given substance in
humans.

Panel discussion

Moderator: Philip A. Botham (Syngenta, UK)
Panel members: Diane Benford (independent toxicological
risk assessor, UK), A. R. Boobis, S. M. Cohen, W. Dekant, D.
C. Wolf

The scientific limitations of the current binary hazard iden-
tification-based carcinogenicity classification scheme and
those of the rodent 2-year bioassay are closely interlinked as
the classification scheme builds upon the findings from the
bioassay. It does not serve human health protection to know
that a substance is carcinogenic in rodents upon lifetime
exposure to very high doses. Instead, assessments should
aim at identifying a substance’s potential to be carcinogenic
in humans, i.e. the sequence of key events associated with
the development of tumors and whether those can occur in
humans and under what exposure conditions. Importantly,
this information is only relevant for hazard assessment if it
occurs at (in vitro or in vivo) doses that reflect realistic expos-
ure scenarios in humans. Hazard identification without con-
cordant establishment of dose-response relationships and
exposure assessment does not serve human health protec-
tion. The dialog should be sought within the scientific com-
munity to enhance the understanding that non-genotoxic
carcinogenicity – the focus of the present workshop – is not
an inherent property, i.e. specific feature, of any given sub-
stance, but depends upon dose levels and exposure
durations.

NAMs are available and being assembled in IATAs to
assess the different sequences of key events of the different
non-genotoxic (and also genotoxic) MoAs that may ultimately
result in tumor formation. When such NAMs are applied,
dose-response relationships should be established for each of
the key event relationships to address the probability that
the sequence of key events will continue up until the adverse
outcome. Sound in vitro to in vivo extrapolations are pivotal
to ensure the relevance of findings from the lower tiers. In
the higher tiers, the IATAs should include subacute and sub-
chronic in vivo testing to identify precursor non-cancer tox-
icity, again considering relevant doses and dose-response
relationships. If observed effects are below the threshold of
toxicological concern, they are not relevant. Vice versa, if
effects are only observed at dose levels that by far exceed
realistic human exposure scenarios, they are also not rele-
vant. (If a substance is not genotoxic and/or carcinogenic,
information is still needed on the other systemic toxicological
endpoints, such as reproductive toxicity.).

The overall outline of the IATA depends upon the purpose
of the hazard assessment, i.e. if it follows the bottom-up
approach to predict carcinogenicity (as is done under the
REACH Regulation) or the top-down approach to obtain
mechanistic information on a known carcinogen (as is done
in the area of food contaminant safety evaluation).

The evaluation of findings obtained in the respective tiers
of the IATA should address not only the statistical signifi-
cance, but most importantly, also their biological relevance.
For example, if cell proliferation is observed in a short-term
in vivo study, this does not by itself allow the conclusion that
the substance is a carcinogen, but only that the likelihood of
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carcinogenicity is increased. The further evaluation should
consider the dose at which effects are observed to determine
if the concern needs to be followed up by higher-tier testing
or by the implementation of appropriate risk management
measures to ensure that human exposures only take place
below the level of concern.

This further highlights the critical role of exposure assess-
ment. All initiatives to advance the current carcinogenicity
risk assessment paradigm should not only include hazard
assessment, but equally exposure assessment. Under the
REACH Regulation, production volume is used as a surrogate
for exposure to stimulating the need for carcinogenicity test-
ing, but the two are not necessarily interrelated. Many high
production volume chemicals are used only in closed-system
manufacturing settings, so that exposure potential is mini-
mized and takes on a lesser role in the risk assessment
process.

The assessment of a substance’s exposure potential needs
to consider both external exposure (e.g. dietary exposure,
dermal exposure) and internal exposure (i.e. systemic bio-
availability in the organism or human body). In the last
15 years, models have become available to predict external
exposure, further considering the environmental fate of the
given substance. Similarly, physiologically-based kinetic mod-
els that integrate structural and toxicokinetic data have
become available to characterize internal exposure. Such
tools are applied to different extents by different industry
sectors. Cross-sector communication and collaboration will
facilitate the harmonized usage of exposure models, just as
data sharing between different consortia will facilitate the
further development of the models (Laroche et al. 2018).

While exposure assessment most commonly refers to
human exposure (including route(s), frequency, magnitude,
and duration), it is equally important to consider exposure
conditions associated with the respective biological test. If
tumor incidence is increased in the rodent bioassay following
high-dose administration of a non-genotoxic substance, this
does not mean that there is a cancer risk associated with
lower exposures, and raises questions whether the substance
should be classified at all. (Likewise, care should be taken to
conduct in vitro assays at doses reflecting relevant exposure
scenarios.).

In this regard, it is noteworthy that substances registered
under REACH were not designed to have a biological effect
(contrary to e.g. pharmaceuticals or active substances in plant
protection products). For the majority of the substances reg-
istered under REACH, the hazard assessment serves to prove
the absence of findings. This is much more time- and
resource-intensive than providing evidence for the presence
of an effect, and it may include the need to use large num-
bers of animals. The ECHA dissemination portal comprising
the information from the REACH registration dossiers, that
largely encompass negative data, should be used for the
development and improvement of predictive tools to deter-
mine quantitative structure-activity relationships and to per-
form exposure modeling for substances with low or
negligible toxicity potential.

When aiming to replace the rodent 2-year bioassay with
an IATA that provides at least the same level of safety

protection, it should not be the goal to reproduce the out-
come of the bioassay, which is poorly predictive and yields
large numbers of false positives and false negatives. A sci-
ence-based IATA that makes use of increasingly complex
assessments of key events of MoAs of carcinogenicity and
that incorporates dose-response relationships and informa-
tion on organ- or tissue-specific potential cytotoxicity, is
better suited to predict carcinogenicity in humans than the
2-year bioassay. Such an approach also calls into question
the relevance of requesting a carcinogenicity classification for
non-genotoxic carcinogens at all, considering their hazard
potential is driven by non-carcinogenic endpoints and the
hazard assessment is founded on non-carcinogenic endpoints
alone.

Application of IATAs, and the NAMs that are incorporated
therein, in a regulatory setting requires changing the under-
lying legislation. For this purpose, the validity of the IATAs
and NAMs must be established. However, laying out the way
forward for how to advance IATAs and NAMs up until regula-
tory acceptance exceeded the scope of this workshop. An
efficient way forward is to perform a prospective assessment,
as is currently undertaken by the US EPA, to show that the 2-
year bioassay is not needed for carcinogenicity hazard and
risk assessment. However, changes in the relevant legislation
alone will not be sufficient to ensure that innovative
approaches are truly applied. Many NAMs require expert
knowledge both for their performance and for the evaluation
of the test results. Therefore, education is key to facilitate the
adoption and usage of IATAs including NAMs for carcinogen-
icity assessments.

Finally, whenever the C&L of a substance is mandated,
e.g. for legal purposes, it should be ensured that it is applied
together with risk assessment, i.e. the consideration of dose-
response relationships and exposure assessment.

Concluding thoughts

P. A. Botham summarized that the ECETOC workshop
“Hazard Identification, Classification and Risk Assessment of
Carcinogens: Too Much or Too Little?” had served to explore
both the scientific limitations of the current, outdated binary
hazard identification-based carcinogenicity classification
scheme and those of the rodent 2-year bioassay (see also
Table 3 for highlights from the workshop). The carcinogen-
icity classification system implemented in most jurisdictions
does not include dose-response considerations or information
on the mechanisms of carcinogenicity. Therefore, it is inad-
equate for the classification of non-genotoxic carcinogens
that elicit effects by a threshold-based MoA. Further, classifi-
cation for carcinogenicity is often based upon data from the
2-year bioassay which is a poor model for predicting human
carcinogenicity. Depending on the doses applied, 50% of the
substances tested in the 2-year bioassay are found to be
rodent carcinogens (Cohen et al. 2019; Doe et al. 2019).
Nevertheless, many of these are likely to be false positives
because high doses, such as the MTD, may disturb cellular
functions, whereas this process would not occur at lower
doses relevant for human exposures (Cohen et al. 2019; Doe
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et al. 2019). Similarly, simply by increasing the number of ani-
mals per dose group from 50 to 200, an estimated 92% of
substances would show statistically significant dose-response
trends for carcinogenicity at one or more tissue sites in either
sex of rats or mice (Gaylor 2005).

For some sectors of industry, such as the pesticide indus-
try, the erroneous classification of an innovative substance as
a carcinogen generally eliminates its use even though there
would be no risk to humans. Importantly, in the public per-
ception (and that of the media), a substance classified as car-
cinogenic is viewed as posing a risk. It is very difficult to
communicate that the current hazard identification-based
classification scheme disregards exposure potential and the
dose-response relationships of non-genotoxic carcinogenicity.
While the scientific evidence clearly indicates the need to
update the outdated approach to carcinogenicity testing and
classification, “cancer” is a highly emotive subject. Therefore,
politicians are disinclined to update the corresponding legal
provisions with huge economic implications for both industry
and consumers.

The workshop served to identify opportunities to over-
come these limitations, taking into account the specificities
of different legislation implemented in the EU and the USA.
While the scope of the workshop specifically addressed non-
genotoxic carcinogens, many of the topics discussed are also
of relevance for genotoxic carcinogens.

Carcinogenicity hazard and risk assessment should focus
on those substances that truly pose a human health concern
and on the identification of such substances using NAMs, to
either end their production or implement adequate risk man-
agement measures to prevent human exposure. At the same
time, it must be ensured that substances that are safe are
not subjected to unnecessary regulatory restrictions. Usage of
the rodent 2-year bioassay should be abandoned. As the
workshop presentations showed, methods and approaches
are available to investigate if a substance may be carcino-
genic, including NAMs, and by which MoA the effect will
occur. Non-genotoxic carcinogens exhibit a threshold-based
MoA so that safe levels of use can be established.

However, the available NAMs should be used skillfully. For
example, high-dose effects recorded in the rodent 2-year bio-
assay should not be mimicked in the NAMs (just as NAMs
should not be validated against the bioassay). In vitro dosim-
etry considerations are pivotal to ensure that in vitro doses
reflect internal exposure in humans. Dialog should be rein-
forced within the scientific community that carcinogenicity
testing at the MTD may not yield data that are relevant for
effects in humans, both because of the irrelevance of such
high doses and since they cause disturbances of homeostasis,

which may not occur at lower doses. Therefore, the evalu-
ation of findings should not be based upon statistical signifi-
cance alone, but should also consider biological relevance. P.
A. Botham asked if the toxicology community could agree on
the opportunities that NAMs bring rather than creating fur-
ther challenges, e.g. by demanding that bioassays are con-
ducted at doses that even exceed the MTD (Slob 2014).

Finally, the discussions and presentations of the workshop,
and the attendance of 150 participants in the workshop, are
very encouraging. They are not only testimony to the rele-
vance of the topic, but also re-emphasize the importance of
engaging in science-based communication to re-design the
hazard and risk assessment and C&L of non-genotoxic
carcinogens.

Notes

1. The expression of data as a function of creatinine is the most com-
mon approach to determine levels of, e.g. heavy metals in the urine.

2. https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/eurl/ecvam/alternative-methods-toxicity-
testing/advisory-bodies/icatm [accessed 2020 Feb].
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